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Abstract 

In today's digital era, the spread of electronic gadgets has given consumers with a collection of choices, 

leading to challenges in making informed purchasing decisions. Despite the plenty of customer feedback 

available across various online platforms, comprehensively analyzing this feedback to extract meaningful 

insights remains a difficult task. Additionally, consumer sentiments towards electronic gadgets have 

considerable influence over purchasing decisions and brand perception, necessitating a systematic analysis 

to better understand sentiment dynamics in this domain. This study aims to address these challenges by 

conducting a comprehensive analysis of customer feedback regarding electronic gadgets, focusing on 

sentiment dynamics and their impact on consumer behavior. However, the study faces several limitations, 

including dependence on online sources for data collection, potential language bias towards English-language 

feedback, limited geographic scope Particularly focused on some specific areas, and subjectivity in sentiment 

analysis interpretation. In conclusion, this study endeavors to provide valuable insights into consumer 

sentiments towards electronic gadgets, thereby empowering consumers, aiding manufacturers and marketers 

in decision-making, and enhancing overall consumer experience in the electronics industry. 
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1. Introduction  

In today's fast-paced, technologically-driven society, 

electronic gadgets have seamlessly integrated into the 

use of everyday life, based on the needs and desires 

of millions worldwide. From smartphones and 

laptops to trendy smartwatches and portable tablets, 

these gadgets have evolved beyond mere tools; they 

have become crucial companions, shaping how we 

communicate, work, entertain, and connect with the 

world around us [1-3]. The propagation of electronic 

gadgets has indicated a new era of convenience, 

productivity, and innovation, transforming the way 

we live, work, and play. In a market saturated with an 

abundance of options, consumers often face the 

difficult task of navigating through a sea of choices 

to find the perfect electronic gadget that aligns with 

their needs and preferences. The sheer volume of 

available products, coupled with the rapid pace of 

innovation, can engulf even the most discerning 

consumers, necessitating the need for reliable 

guidance and recommendations. This study helps 

in gaining insights about customer preferences. In 

the absence of firsthand experience, consumers 

increasingly turn to feedback and reviews from 

fellow users as a trusted source of information [4]. 

The phenomenon of "social proof" underscores the 

essential human tendency to seek validation from 

others' experiences, relying on peer opinions and 

recommendations to validate their purchasing 

decisions and alleviate uncertainty. This study 

helps in identifying most preferable choices of the 

customer about electronic gadgets. Customer 

feedback serves as a valuable resource for 

empowering consumers with the knowledge and 

insights needed to make informed purchasing 

decisions. By leveraging the collective wisdom of 

past users, consumers can glean valuable insights 
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into the performance, reliability, and usability of 

electronic gadgets, enabling them to weigh the pros 

and cons before making a final decision. Dynamic 

Market Trends: The electronics market is 

characterized by rapid innovation and evolving 

consumer preferences. To capture the most relevant 

insights, it is essential to collect data over a specified 

timeframe, reflecting the latest trends and 

developments in the industry [5-8]. With the 

availability of various online platforms and social 

media, consumers have numerous platforms to 

express their opinions about electronic gadgets in 

real-time. 

2. Purpose 

Studying “Sentiment Analysis On Customer 

Feedback About Electronic Gadgets” serves several 

crucial purposes in today's competitive marketplace. 

Firstly, it provides invaluable insights into areas 

where products can be improved. By analyzing 

customer sentiment, companies can identify specific 

features, aspects of design, or performance metrics 

that may be lacking or could be enhanced to better 

meet customer needs and expectations. Additionally, 

understanding customer sentiment allows companies 

to gauge overall customer satisfaction levels, 

enabling them to make necessary adjustments to 

enhance the overall customer experience. Moreover, 

sentiment analysis plays a vital role in brand 

reputation management. By monitoring feedback and 

addressing negative sentiments promptly, companies 

can maintain a positive brand image and foster trust 

and loyalty among their customer base. Furthermore, 

comparing sentiment across different brands or 

products provides insights into competitive strengths 

and weaknesses, guiding strategic decisions in the 

market. Customer sentiment analysis also informs 

marketing strategies by identifying key messaging 

and campaign themes that resonate with the target 

audience. Additionally, it helps in guiding product 

development efforts by incorporating customer 

feedback into future product iterations, ensuring that 

new gadgets better meet customer needs and 

preferences. 

3. Objectives 

 To understand customer perception towards 

electronic gadgets sentiment analysis. 

 To identify commonalities in the selection of 

electronic gadgets [9]. 

 To assess the factors that influence consumer 

sentiments towards electronic gadgets [10]. 

 To evaluate the impact of sentiment analysis 

on consumer purchasing decision. 

 To provide actionable insights to Mobile Care 

for enhancing customer satisfaction. 

4. Methodology 

The study is descriptive in research design with a 

mixed- method approach, incorporating both 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies with 

data sourced directly from customers. Simple 

random sampling techniques used to select a sample 

size of 100 customers. Statistical tools utilized for 

data analysis include ANOVA and regression 

analysis. These tools are instrumental in deriving 

insights from the collected data, aiding in the 

understanding of relationships, trends and patterns 

within the datasets. This approach allows for a 

comprehensive examination of Sentiment analysis 

on customer feedback about electronic gadgets at 

Mobile care in Table 1.      

5. Hypothesis Testing 

Table 1 H01: There is No Significant Impact of 

Sentiment Analysis on Purchasing Decisions 

 
 

Table 2 Applying the Regression Analysis for 

the Above Data 

Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 0.816024 

R Square 0.665896 

Adjusted R Square 0.498844 

Standard Error 10.1524 

Observations 4 
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Table 3 ANOVA 

 d

f 

SS MS F Significa

nce F 

Regress

ion 

1 441.1

054 

441.1

054 

4.987

211 

0.15515

5 

Residua

l 

2 176.8

946 

88.44

731 

  

Total 3 618    

 

Table 4 Result of the ANOVA 

 Intercept 22 

Coefficients 37.29452 -0.68177 

Standard Error 7.58626 0.305288 

t Stat 4.916062 -2.23321 

P-value 0.038975 0.155155 

Lower 95% 4.65348 -1.99532 

Upper 95% 69.93556 0.631776 

Lower 95% 4.65348 -1.99532 

Upper 95% 69.93556 0.631776 

 

Interpretation: The summary output presents linear 

regression between sentimental analysis and 

purchasing decisions. The regression model is 

significant (p<0.05), indicating that there is an effect 

of sentimental analysis on purchasing decisions. The 

R value 0.84 implies that about 84% of effect of 

sentimental analysis on purchasing decisions. 

Overall, sentimental analysis has significant effect on 

user satisfaction in Table [2-4]. 

6. Findings 

 Students make up a sizable section of the 

population questioned, suggesting that they are a 

tech-savvy and somewhat frugal group.  

 Consumer Behavior: The participants exhibit a 

consistent inclination towards acquiring 

electronic devices on an infrequent or frequent 

basis. 

 The favored means of acquiring electronics is 

through online marketplaces, highlighting the 

significance of digital platforms in the retail 

industry.  

 Factors Affecting purchasing Decisions: The 

main factors influencing purchasing decisions 

are features and specifications, pricing, and 

brand reputation.  

 Product selection is heavily influenced by 

design and aesthetics, demonstrating how 

important visual appeal is to customers.  

 Customer Experience and Loyalty: 

Consumers' satisfaction with the longevity of 

the product and the level of customer service 

provided by Mobile Care is generally high, 

which increases their likelihood of 

recommending the brand.  

 Environmental Concerns: When asked 

whether environmental sustainability is most 

important, most respondents said making 

purchasing decisions, suggesting a growing 

awareness of environmental impact in 

consumer behavior. 

Conclusion 

The survey's results offer insightful information 

about customer preferences, actions, and 

viewpoints in the electronics industry. By using 

these insights, Mobile Care may improve 

consumer experiences, bolster brand loyalty, and 

hone its marketing tactics. By placing a high value 

on elements like product innovation, customer 

service, environmental sustainability, and 

affordable prices, Mobile Care may establish itself 

as a top option for customers looking for 

dependable and cutting-edge electronic devices. 
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